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ABSTRACT
Phasic measures of biological reactivity have proven useful in emotion research, but the
correlation between change statistics and initial value makes interpretation complicated.
The present studies explore how trait anxiety (TA) and contextual anxiety (CA) relate to
habituation kinetics of the startle eyeblink response—initial value, linear slope, and the
relationship between them (initial value dependency, or IVD). In study 1, participants
(n=31; 15 control, 16 CA) were exposed to two blocks of acoustic startle stimuli, and CA
participants were warned that they may receive an electrical shock during block 2. Study
2 (n=62; 31 control, 31) was designed similarly to Study 1, except that startle stimuli
were presented in one block, and a between-subjects dark room manipulation served as
the CA condition. The relative effects of TA on IVD or linear habituation slope
depended on the level of the analysis. In study 1, the effect of TA on IVD was significant
and positive when IVD was estimated as a within-subject parameter. In both studies, TA
moderated linear slope but not IVD when IVD was estimated as a between-subject
parameter. The results highlight the complexity of the interrelationships between
emotion regulation, raw physiological change, and initial value dependency in startle
habituation research.

Keywords: startle, initial value, law of initial value, dependency, anxiety, emotion
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INTRODUCTION
Anxiety is related to differences in physiological responses to arousing stimuli,
including initial and average response magnitude (McTeague & Lang, 2012; McTeague
et al., 2011), and changes in the magnitude of responses to arousing stimuli (e.g.
habituation; Campbell et al., 2014). In most phasic physiological measures, there is a
strong inverse relationship between initial response magnitude and degree of change in
that response from one measurement to the next, known as initial value dependency
(abbreviated IVD or dependency; Jin, 1992). Statistical treatment and interpretations of
IVD are varied, with many researchers opting to partial the effect out of their analyses
(Jin, 1992). However, there is some evidence that the strength of dependency effects
relates to meaningful individual differences in physiological flexibility and reactivity
(Scher, Furedy, & Heslegrave, 1985). Given the theoretical grounding and research
support for an interrelationship between emotion regulation and physiological flexibility
in multiple measures (Waugh, Tugade, & Frederickson, 2008), the present studies tested
whether IVD in startle habituation was related to trait and contextual anxiety. The
present results provide modest support that individual differences in IVD reflect
differences in the ability to regulate anxious arousal.
Anxiety
Anxiety is defined broadly as feelings of unease associated with uncertain
outcomes. The element of uncertainty distinguishes anxiety from the related emotion
fear, which has a clear and present object; the two are nonetheless highly related and
interactive (Öhman, 2008). Anxiety is often unpleasant, but it is valuable for survival
and functioning. Feeling anxious in a novel environment helps one remain vigilant to
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potential threats. On a more everyday level, anxiety motivates people to prepare
themselves for life’s demands, like an entrance exam or job interview.
Anxious arousal is useful, but resource-intensive, so for it to be healthy it should
be sensitive to context. More specifically, the anxious response to a stimulus: 1) should
be commensurate with the intensity of the stimulus, and 2) should recover quickly and
completely to a restful baseline when the stimulus is no longer relevant. Chronic
problems meeting these requirements are related to poorer health outcomes (Pine, Cohen,
& Brook, 2001; Waugh et al., 2008), so research in phasic psychophysiology has
important applications for the modeling and potential treatment of disease states.
Anxiety and physiological responding. The study of affective physiology has
traditionally focused on the brain, but a growing body of research attests to the
importance of peripheral physiological measures as well (Benke et al., 2015; Seligowski
et al., 2016, Thayer & Lane, 2000; Yang & Friedman, 2017). Peripheral measures
relevant to the study of anxiety can be pharmacological (e.g. salivary cortisol levels;
Holmberg et al., 2007), hemodynamic (e.g. blood pressure; Mucci et al., 2016), or
electrophysiological (e.g. baseline or evoked electrical potential; Grillon et al., 2008;
O’Donnell et al., 2007). The latter group of measures is of particular interest to the
present study, and includes startle eyeblink electromyography (EMG),
electrocardiography, and electrodermal responding. These measures are sensitive to
individual differences (Blumenthal & Franklin, 2009; Yang & Friedman, 2017), and have
high temporal resolution, allowing for response recording with only a few milliseconds’
latency (Blumenthal et al., 2005). This temporal resolution comes in handy in the study
of dynamic emotional responding, which will be discussed at some length in this paper.
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The Startle Reflex
The startle reflex is an involuntary motor reaction to a strong and sudden
stimulus. It is observed in the majority of animals (Eaton, 1984), and serves to interrupt
ongoing processes and redirect attention to novel and potentially dangerous stimuli
(Blumenthal, 2015). In humans, this motor response can involve several different
behaviors—the shoulders hunch to protect the neck, the legs buck, and the eyes blink—
all without conscious effort and ostensibly serving the purpose of physical protection and
escape (Blumenthal, 2015).
Startle reactivity. The eye blink is the most reliably elicited component of the
human startle response (Blumenthal & Goode, 1991), making it a preferred response
variable in startle research (Blumenthal et al., 2005). Blinks are commonly measured via
electromyography (EMG), wherein sensors placed below the eye measure electrical
activity from movement in the orbicularis oculi muscle shortly after the beginning of the
startle stimulus (in most cases, a short burst of sound; see Blumenthal, 2015). Magnitude
is defined as the difference in potential (millivolts, or mV) between the onset and peak of
the EMG response (Blumenthal et al., 2005). The higher the magnitude, the stronger the
motor response. Startle magnitude can be calculated for individual responses, and for
averages across several responses, and both parameters are meaningful measures of
physiological reactivity (Blumenthal, 2015).
Before going more in depth about what variations in startle magnitude mean in
psychological terms, it is important to understand the neural pathway from startle
stimulus sensation to motor reflex output. This pathway depends somewhat on the
sensory modality used to process the stimulus (e.g. auditory, tactile, and vestibular; for a
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review see Yeomans et al., 2002), but for the purpose of the present studies we will focus
particularly on acoustic startle. In the primary acoustic startle pathway, sound vibrations
enter the ear and stimulate auditory nerve fibers, whose subsequent signals travel to the
central nervous system and synapse onto cochlear root neurons. Cochlear root neurons in
turn synapse onto the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis (nRPC), located in the pons of
the brainstem. Signals from the nRPC are then sent to motor neurons in the facial motor
nucleus, resulting in signals travelling peripherally to their target muscle, the orbicularis
oculi. The low number of synapses in this reflex arc means that the motor output is a
relatively direct measure of neurological activity at the brainstem (Davis, 2006). Of
additional interest are the moderating roles of brain areas that project to this pathway:
namely, the amygdala, hippocampus, and the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST;
Lee & Davis, 1997), as well as the anterior cingulate cortex (Medford & Critchley, 2010).
All of these brain areas are involved in responses to aversive or threatening stimuli
(Davis & Whalen, 2001; Lee & Davis, 1997; Walker, Toufexis, & Davis, 2002).
Startle reactivity and anxiety. Evidence for the interconnectedness between the
startle pathway and fear/anxiety response systems suggests that they may be correlated in
behavior as well. Accordingly, startle eyeblink magnitude is sensitive to factors that
increase anxiety. Contextual anxiety—anticipations of adverse events, induced
experimentally, e.g. through unpredictable threat of shock (Grillon et al., 2008; Schmitz
& Grillon, 2012), can reliably potentiate the startle response at individual trials and
overall (Gorka et al., 2013). Average startle response magnitude also correlates
positively with trait-level measures of anxiety (Grillon, 2002) and symptomatology
associated with panic disorder (Grillon et al., 2008), post-traumatic stress disorder
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(Michopoulos, Norrholm, & Jovanovic, 2015), and generalized anxiety disorder (Grillon,
2002). The relationship between startle magnitude and anxiety makes the startle response
a useful biomarker for anxious reactivity (Blumenthal, 2015).
Startle habituation. However useful a measure, tonic reactivity is just one
aspect of startle responding. The temporal resolution of eyeblink EMG allows for the
reliable calculation of changes in startle magnitude (Blumenthal et al., 2005), which
prove useful in the study of dynamic emotional responding. The most ubiquitous change
observed in the startle response is short-term habituation; response magnitude decreases
with stimulus repetition, steeply at first and then sloping off to a low asymptote within
the span of 13 trials (Lane et al., 2013; Rankin, 2009; Rankin et al., 2009). Magnitude
can then spontaneously recover as a function of time elapsed between stimuli (Rankin et
al., 2009).
The biology of habituation. Habituation is widely regarded as a form of nonassociative learning resulting from synaptic depression in the sensorimotor pathway
(Thompson & Spencer, 1966; Rankin, 2009). Short-term startle habituation occurs after
repeated firings of secondary sensory fibers synapsing onto giant neurons of the nucleus
reticularis pontis caudalis (nRPC). The exact cellular mechanism for short-term startle
habituation is debated (Rankin, 2009). Prior research using animal models has suggested
that the process occurs primarily at the sensory fibers, and not due to desensitization at
postsynaptic terminals of the nRPC giant neurons (Simons-Weidenmaier et al., 2006). A
widely accepted explanation for presynaptic depression is depletion of readily available
vesicles releasing glutamate into this synapse (Betz, 1970; Zucker & Regehr, 2002), but
more recent research has challenged this, and suggested instead that the primary
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mechanism behind short-term habituation is feedback silencing of calcium-binding sites
that facilitate the vesicular release of transmitter (Gover & Abrams, 2009; Gover, Jiang,
& Abrams, 2002). Consequently, with each stimulus iteration the nRPC receives fewer
excitatory post-synaptic potentials, lowering the magnitude and probability of action
potentials in the nRPC and, by extension, its motor efferents. Long-term habituation of
the startle reflex (i.e. after 24 or more hours) occurs through somewhat different
mechanisms (Lin & Glanzman, 1996; Pilz et al., 2014), but such a process is beyond the
scope of this paper.
It is easy to see how habituation and spontaneous recovery would be adaptive.
The interrupting function of the startle response is ostensibly most relevant when the
stimulus is first introduced, because the responding organism has no way of knowing
whether the source of the startling stimulus is dangerous or not (Blumenthal, 2015).
However, after repeated presentations of the same stimulus without incident, the survival
utility of the response is no longer relevant enough to justify continuously strong
responses, which can deplete resources, disrupt cognitive processing (Blumenthal, 2015)
and cause emotional distress (Haerich, 1994). Conversely, spontaneous recovery is
necessary because time elapsed between stimulus presentations increases the chances that
the context of the stimulus—whether it poses a threat—has changed. Getting used to the
sounds of fireworks during a holiday celebration doesn’t, and shouldn’t, inoculate a
person against reacting to similar sounds (e.g. gun shots) the next week. Therefore,
individual differences in how people habituate and recover may relate to their ability to
react appropriately to emotional context.
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Research applications of startle habituation. Researchers typically only
concern themselves with startle habituation for the steepest response decline during the
first 2-10 trials, and treat it as a problem to control for rather than data to analyze for its
own sake (Lane et al., 2013). Additionally, studies that have focused on startle
habituation do not agree on the best way to operationalize startle habituation. Metrics
vary and can include delta scores, or raw change (Y2-Y1), percent change ((Y2 – Y1)/Y1),
or residualized change (e.g. regression slope, ((Y2-Y1)/(X2-X1)), and the changes
measured can be overall (across the entire presentation block) or incremental (i.e. trial by
trial; Lane et al., 2013). Another point of contention is how to define initial startle
magnitude. Not all subjects decrease in response magnitude between the first and second
trial; some responses stay the same or even increase. This can occur when the initial
stimulus is aversive enough to cause feedback sensitization of subsequent responding,
mediated by bidirectional neural projections between the amygdala and the nRPC (Götz
& Janik, 2011). Sensitization is neurologically and functionally distinct from habituation,
and the extent of sensitization in these early trials may determine whether it is most
appropriate to define initial blink magnitude as magnitude at trial 1, magnitude at trial 2,
or the average magnitude of the two trials (Lane et al., 2013; Valsamis & Schmid, 2011).
The relative dearth and heterogeneity of startle habituation research makes strong
interpretations difficult, but the literature thus far has nonetheless been informative.
Despite occurring primarily at the non-associative level, habituation is also affected by
higher-order functions like arousal, attention, expectancy, and affect (Gyurak & Etkin,
2014; Rankin, 2009) This means that habituation kinetics offer potentially meaningful
information about psychological as well as physiological processes. There are two main
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parameters to consider when modeling habituation: initial reactivity and change in
response magnitude. Research in psychophysiology broadly suggests that both of these
components are important in affective responding. Anxious pathology (i.e. panic
disorder) was found to predict higher initial response magnitude in the startle reflex
(McTeague et al., 2011). Meanwhile, deficits in physiological habituation (e.g. shallower
slopes of decline) are associated with higher levels of anxiety sensitivity (i.e. fear of the
bodily sensations that accompany anxiety; Campbell et al., 2014), as well as higher
probability of anxiety disorders (Lader & Wing, 1964), and post-traumatic stress disorder
(Jovanovic et al., 2009).
Initial Value Dependency
If we look at these findings alone, it is tempting to reason that high initial
magnitude and shallow habituation slope may be related to one another as a function of
their mutual relation to anxiety. The reality is less simple. For one thing, studies in
phasic physiological responding often find effects of anxiety on one of these parameters
and not the other (Campbell et al., 2014). Others suggest that the connection between
anxiety and habituation parameters depends on the type of anxiety measured. Like trait
anxiety, contextual anxiety also potentiates initial reactivity in skin conductance
(Orlebeke & Passchier, 1976); however, responses then tend to attenuate more
dramatically, not less (Orlebeke & Passchier, 1976).
The key to interpreting change kinetics in physiological responses may reside in a
phenomenon that, like startle habituation, has been long recognized but perhaps not
explored deeply enough: initial value dependency (IVD). IVD is a pattern in phasic
physiological responding wherein extreme initial values constrain subsequent responses
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to resist becoming more extreme and to change more dramatically in response to
function-decreasing stimuli; put simply and in terms of habituation, this means that the
bigger initial responses are, the harder they fall with successive iterations of stimuli.
Many studies have supported the near ubiquity of IVD in measures of physiological
change, with significant effects observed in a variety of electrical and biochemical
response systems (Benjamin, 1963, 1967; Jin, 1992), although the probability and
strength of effects can vary systematically by the statistics used (e.g. delta versus
residualized change statistics; Llabre et al., 1991), the measure (e.g. skin conductance
versus heart rate; Hord, Johnson, & Lubin, 1964), and by individual (Berntson et al.,
1991, 1994; Scher et al., 1985).
The term initial value dependency has been used interchangeably with the law of
initial value (Jin, 1992; Wilder, 1967), but the two terms are not equivalent; the former is
a broad pattern in physiological responding, whereas the latter denotes a mechanism for
IVD, namely the physiological constraints of floor and ceiling effects (Benjamin, 1967;
Jamieson, 1993, 1995; Jin, 1992). Dependency can occur due to other factors as well.
Extreme initial values can result from random error, in which case subsequent
measurements will naturally have farther to fall in their regression towards the mean of
possible values (Jamieson, 1993, 1995). Another contributor is statistical skewness; a
shift in the mean of a skewed distribution in a direction opposite its tail leads to a sharp
reduction in variance, which exaggerates the effect size of change statistics (Jamieson,
1993, 1995).
Even after statistically controlling for skewness and using statistics that take
random error into account (e.g. beta regression weights, or β), there remains one factor
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not attributable to biological floor and ceiling effects but nonetheless physiological:
individual differences in reactivity (Jamieson, 1993, 1995). Reactive individuals may
tend to respond more strongly than less reactive individuals to aversive stimuli
throughout a habituation block. In these individuals, a high initial measure of activity
may not predict a greater response to function-depressing stimuli, resulting in IVD
statistics that are attenuated or even reversed from what would be expected. This
reasoning holds up in prior work using cardiac stress reactivity, wherein high baseline
cardiac reactivity measures (e.g. heart rate, T wave amplitude) predicted exaggerated
responses to function-increasing stimuli of a stress manipulation (Scher et al., 1985).
Interestingly, these IVD reversals in prior work were uniquely related to reactivity at the
individual level, and not to the within-subject effect of the stress manipulation for the
whole sample (Scher et al., 1985). If the patterns of variation in IVD reflect individual
differences in anxious affectivity but not anxious affect per se, then dependency may
serve to highlight trait-level anxious responding independent of context. To date, no
published work exists linking anxiety to IVD in startle habituation. However, given the
purported association between IVD and physiological flexibility (Scher et al., 1985) and
the relationship between physiological flexibility and emotion regulation in multiple
measures (Waugh, Thompson, & Gotlib, 2011), dependency effects in startle habituation
may relate to emotion regulation as well.
Classical study of IVD involves a group-based significance test: either the sample
observes the law of initial value, or it does not (Jin, 1992). But if IVD varies by
individual differences, it is likely better conceptualized as a distribution of intercept-slope
combinations. To illustrate what this variation might look like in a population, let’s first
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consider what it would look like if the relationship between initial value and linear slope
were constant, represented via a distribution of individual growth curves in Figure 1.1. In
this figure, every curve has a linear slope that is determined by initial value through the
same linear formula, slope= -(initial)/12. Since the relationship between initial value and
slope in the hypothetical population is invariable, it can be conceptualized as having a
perfect negative correlation of -1. Of note, a perfect statistical relationship between
initial value and linear slope does not mean that the curves converge at the exact same
point by the last trial. This is important to note because it may be tempting to assume
that the importance of the statistical relationship between initial value and linear slope
boils down completely to an issue of the arousal level at the end of the habituation period,
and this is not the case.
Figure 1.1
Hypothetical distribution of habituation curves, fixed IVD

Consider now the more realistic distribution of growth curves pictured in Figure
1.2. The mean formula for predicting linear slope from initial value is slope= -(initial)/12
+ e, where e is a random distribution of values with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation
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of .07. IVD in this sample is still negative, but not as significant as in the prior example.
Significant deviations from the mean linear slope are pictured in bold and labeled A, B,
C, and D. The solid lines A and D represent attenuations of IVD; response decrements
are not as steep as would be expected given initial value. Following the logic of prior
work in phasic responding (Scher et al., 1985), these response patterns may indicate
deficits in habituation relative to initial value and by extension, poorer emotion
regulation. Meanwhile, dotted lines B and C display an exaggeration of IVD effects,
with response decrements that are steeper than expected. EMG measurements are
rectified, so a linear slope crossing into negative values is not possible. This floor effect
is important conceptually, because it constrains how much individual slopes can vary at
the lower range of initial values and, by extension, might reduce the amount of variability
due to higher order factors like reactivity. If this is the case, then IVD may more
accurately index physiological flexibility than do slope values alone, particularly when
initial value is low.
Figure 1.2
Hypothetical distribution of habituation curves, random IVD
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Hypothesis
The present thesis consisted of two studies. Study 1 was exploratory, and tested
for relationships between startle habituation parameters and trait and contextual anxiety.
Study 2 sought to replicate block-level findings found in Study 1: namely, that trait
anxiety is related to differences in habituation slope but not to attenuations in IVD.
Further, analyses tested whether there were significant interaction effects between TA
and CA on habituation and IVD effects in the same model. In sum, the present studies
explore the potential role of IVD effects versus linear habituation slope as a crossmeasure index of physiological flexibility and biomarkers for emotion regulation.
STUDY 1 METHOD
Participants
Participants (n=45) were undergraduate psychology students at Wake Forest
University, recruited online through Sona Systems (Sona Systems, Ltd; Bethesda, MD) in
exchange for course credit. Before signing up for the study, most participants (83%)
completed the State Trait Anxiety Inventory-Form Y, Trait subscale (STAI-T;
Spielberger, 1983) online through Sona. Exclusion criteria were the following: previous
participation in a startle reflex study through the Blumenthal Psychophysiology Lab; the
recent use of stimulant medications (e.g. methylphenidate, amphetamine) or gamma
aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic drugs (e.g. clonazepam, alcohol); hearing loss due to
injury or illness; panic disorder, or seizure disorders. Exclusion criteria were selected
based on likelihood of interfering with reliable data collection or causing undue distress
to the participant. Of those initially recruited, 2 were disqualified due to not meeting
eligibility requirements, 4 declined partway through the experiment, 1 had lost data, 1
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had unreliable physiological data (high amount of noise artifacts), and 6 were missing
trait anxiety data. This left the number of participants with complete data at 31; 15 of
these were assigned to the control group, and 16 were assigned to the contextual anxiety
group.
Stimuli
The startle stimulus consisted of 100 dB broadband noise, with a rise time of less
than 1 ms and a duration of 50 ms. The sound file for the stimulus was created using
Audacity audio editing software (The Audacity Team; Pittsburgh, PA), and stimuli were
presented through over-ear headphones using SuperLab (Cedrus Corporation; San Pedro,
CA). Intertrial interval lengths ranged from 13 to 17 seconds, with evenly distributed
frequency. Startle stimuli were presented in two blocks, each with 20 stimuli.
The shock stimulus for the CA group was a 100-V, 3mA burst of direct current,
lasting 0.5 ms. Administration was controlled through a stimulator output channel in the
AcqKnowledge 4.3 software package (Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). The
electrodes delivering the shock were 4-mm silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) disc electrodes,
filled with Signa Crème electrode cream to reduce impedance, and attached with
removable adhesive collars. Anode and cathode were placed on a distal part of the arm
near the wrist, spaced approximately 1 cm apart, and plugged into a single-channel
stimulation amplifier using programmable stimulator module STM100C (Biopac
Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA).
Measures
Physiological recording and processing. Study 1 involved the recording of
both eyeblinks and heart rate, the latter of which will not be discussed at length in this
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paper. Sensors were five 4-mm Ag-AgCl disc electrodes, filled with Signa Crème
electrode cream and attached with removable adhesive collars. In keeping with
guidelines for eye blink EMG (Blumenthal et al., 2005), eyeblink sensors consisted of a
nasal electrode placed 1 cm below the pupil, and a temporal electrode placed 1 cm below
the left lateral canthus. Two heart rate sensors were placed on the mid-axillary line
below the ribs, with one on each side of the abdomen. An electrode on the sternum
served as a ground for both EMG and heart rate recording.
Startle eyeblinks were recorded at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz using
AcqKnowledge software (Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). To allow for monitoring
and adjustment of electrical noise, several calculation channels were included to render
the raw EMG and sound signals into visually interpretable data in real time. Sound
pulses were recorded in one channel, and subsequent channels were used to transform
data into markers for stimuli. Meanwhile, raw EMG data were recorded in one channel
and then transformed according to standard guidelines to render the raw signal more
interpretable (Blumenthal et al., 2005): namely, filtered with a 28-500 Hz passband,
rectified, and then smoothed using a 5-sample boxcar filter.
Trait anxiety. Trait anxiety was measured using the State Trait Anxiety
Inventory for adults, Form Y, trait subscale (STAI-Y-T; Spielberger et al., 1983),
administered online as part of mass testing for the introductory psychology student
research pool, through the Wake Forest University-affiliated website by Sona Systems
(Sona Systems, Ltd; Bethesda, MD). The questionnaire consisted of 20 questions, asking
about the overall prevalence of different feelings of anxiety (e.g. “I felt nervous”), as well
as reverse-scored items measuring feelings of greater quiescence (e.g. “I felt calm”) with
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item responses ranging from 1 to 4 in order of frequency with which the emotions were
experienced. Scores from each item were averaged and multiplied by the number of
items, to retain the original scaling while also correcting for missing item responses.
Scores have a possible range of 20 to 80, with higher scores representing greater trait
anxiety. The questionnaire was reliable, with Cronbach’s alpha at .91.
State anxiety. State anxiety was measured using the a 6-item short form of the
State Trait Anxiety Inventory, Form Y, state subscale (STAI-Y-S; Spielberger et al.,
1983), developed by Marteau and Bekker (1992). The state anxiety subscale follows
similar item properties as the trait subscale, with responses ranging from 1 to 4 in order
of extremity for current anxious (or anxiety-absent) feelings. Scores were averaged,
multiplied by the number of items to convert it back to the original scaling, and then
multiplied by 20/6 to make it comparable with the original STAI-Y-S, according to
guidelines by the authors of the 6-item scale version (Marteau & Bekker, 1992). Possible
scores range from 20 to 80, with higher scores representing greater acute distress.
Reliability for the STAI-Y-S in the present sample was lower than for the STAI-Y-T (i.e.
with an average of α=.51), perhaps due to the low number of items (Marteau & Bekker,
1992; Tavakol & Dennick, 2011).
Procedure
Part 1 of the experiment was the same for both control and shock groups.
Participants filled out the first of two consent forms, followed by a health history
questionnaire to screen for exclusion criteria. Eligible participants then completed the
first state anxiety questionnaire. After this, the EMG and ECG electrodes were placed,
and the participant was asked to sit quietly and stare ahead for the first 330-second heart
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rate recording, while being monitored by video for signs of excessive movement. After
the first heart rate recording, the experimenter placed headphones on the participant and
delivered the first block of startle stimuli. Immediately after the startle block, the
experimenter removed the headphones and started the second heart rate recording,
followed by another administration of the state anxiety questionnaire. Participants were
then informed about the second part of the study.
Part 2 began with a second informed consent form, in which only the CA group
was informed about the shock. For the shock condition, after participants agreed to take
part in the second part of the study, the shock electrodes were placed on the underside of
the arm. The experimenter briefly explained that the upcoming block of startle trials
would be similar to the last one, with the exception that at some point during the session
they may receive a brief shock. The experimenter then left to go to the control room and
administer a sample shock via the stimulator channel in AcqKnowledge. After
administering the shock, the experimenter ramped down the voltage, turned off the
stimulator, and unplugged the cord to the stimulator to reestablish the sternal electrode as
the live ground. The experimenter then administered the last state anxiety measure,
followed by the next block of startle stimuli. During this time, participants did not
receive another shock, following prior research that the mere anticipation of shock is
sufficient to induce anxiety (Schmitz & Grillon, 2012). After the startle block was
finished, the experimenter removed the shock electrodes, and then measured the last heart
rate recording.
For the control group, part 2 was designed to be equal in length to that of the
shock group, with equal spacing of the tests. During the time that participants would
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have had the shock electrodes placed and tested, participants were instead told to wait
quietly in the room until the experimenter returned (2 minutes).
Analysis
All analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version
25.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY).
Defining initial value. Various studies modeling habituation have defined initial
value as magnitude at first trial (Casto & Printz, 1990), magnitude at second trial (Lane,
Franklin, & Curran, 2013), or the average between first and second trial (Valsamis &
Schmid, 2011). Conceptually, the rationale for determining which metric to use depends
on which factor—sensitization or habituation—is stronger between trials 1 and 2. A net
decrease from trial 1 to 2 means that the habituation process can be assumed to begin at
trial 1 in subsequent analyses. A net increase means that sensitization is stronger than
habituation between these trials, and defining initial value as magnitude at the second
trial is more appropriate for modeling effects of habituation. If trial 1 and trial 2
magnitudes are not different, then the effects of sensitization and habituation are equal,
and averaging these trials together splits the differences of individual variability in these
separate processes. To determine which measure would be the most appropriate, two
separate mixed ANOVAs were used to test for changes between trials 1 and 2 for both
block 1 and block 2. Main effects of anxiety and treatment condition were added to the
model along with respective interaction effects, to test whether startle magnitude or
change in startle magnitude differed by these variables.
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Multiple alpha-adjusted independent t-tests were conducted to test for group
differences in trait anxiety, state anxiety, and initial and average startle magnitude in both
blocks of stimuli.
Within- and between-subject differences in state anxiety. Mixed betweenwithin ANOVA (mixed ANOVA) was performed to test for changes in state anxiety
between the measurements, as well as between-subject effect of group. The interaction
effect between SA change and group, specifically tested via a priori contrast between the
second and third measurements, served additionally as a manipulation check for the
shock treatment.
Within- and between-subject differences in startle habituation. Study
variables follow a 3-level nesting structure: trials (level 1) are nested within blocks (level
2), and blocks are in turn nested within individuals (level 3). To estimate both linear and
quadratic trends of change at level 1, two trial-level variables were included in the model:
trial number (for linear change), and squared trial number (for quadratic change). These
variables were coded as orthogonal polynomials to avoid collinearity issues (Biesanz et
al., 2004). The linear time variable was first mean-centered to a range of values from 9.5 to 9.5. These values were squared to make the raw quadratic time variable, and then
mean-centered again. The resultant values are represented below in matrix form.
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Figure 2
Coding of the time variable for level 1 slopes

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
[1

−9.5
−8.5
−7.5
−6.5
−5.5
−4.5
−3.5
−2.5
−1.5
−.5
.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

57
39
23
9
−3
−13
−21
−27
−31
−33
−33
−31
−27
−21
−13
−3
9
23
39
57 ]

Read from left to right, columns in the matrix at left
represent coding of the time variable for the level 1
model’s calculation of intercept, linear effects, and
quadratic effects, respectively. Values are orthogonal to
one another (i.e. the sum of the their pairwise products
equals zero). The centering and orthogonal polynomial
coding allows for an accurate prediction of the unique
effects of trial number and trial number squared, which
otherwise are thought to be biased by collinearity issues
(Biesanz et al., 2004).
Mean-centering the time variable means that the intercept
of the regression equation represents the predicted startle
magnitude halfway through a given block. This value,
while potentially interesting, is not relevant to the study’s
key questions. The more relevant statistic of initial startle
magnitude can nonetheless be calculated from the average
of the first two trials, and included in subsequent analyses.

The three-level nesting structure of variables in study 1 meant that IVD could be
conceptualized in two different ways: as a primarily individual-level statistic with
variation by block, or as a primarily sample-level statistic with variation by individual.
The present analyses were intended to model IVD at both of these levels, which are
outlined below.
IVD as an individual-level parameter. Instead of the cross-level interaction of
group and block used in earlier ANOVA, the shock variable in HLM was coded as a
single binary variable at level 2: either shock is presented (1), or it is not presented (0).
This decision made the model more parsimonious than it would have been if the
interaction of group and block were retained, while still accounting for between-block
differences not attributable to the shock manipulation (e.g. individual differences in
spontaneous recovery) by specifying block as a subject variable in level 1.
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The interacting effects of linear and quadratic slope, contextual anxiety, initial
magnitude, and trait anxiety were estimated using the linear mixed modeling module in
SPSS. All independent variables in the regression-based analyses were grand mean
centered. Steps for building the models are represented by the formulas below. The level
3 model was tested with and without the inclusion of the interaction terms between trait
anxiety and contextual anxiety (shown in a lighter text color), to explore whether the
unique effects of TA and/or CA are qualified by an interaction between these variables.
Level 1 (Trial)
MAGNITUDEijk = π0jk + π1jk*(TRIALijk) + π2jk*(TRIAL2ijk) + eijk ,
where MAGNITUDEijk is startle magnitude at trial i, block j, individual k, π0jk is
the intercept of the equation predicting startle magnitude from trial; π1jk is linear
slope of change in magnitude for block j, individual k; π2jk is the quadratic slope
of change in magnitude for block j, individual k; and eijk is the level 1 residual.
Level 2 (Block)
π0jk = β00k + β01k*(IVjk) + β02k*(CAjk) + β03k*(IV*CAjk) + r0jk
π1jk = β10k + β11k*(IVjk) + β12k*(CAjk) + β13k*(IV*CAjk) + r1jk
π2jk = β20k + β21k*(IVjk) + β22k*(CAjk) + β23k*(IV*CAjk) + r2jk ,
where β00k, β10k, and β20k are intercepts for the equations predicting level 1
intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β01k, β11k, and β21k are
slopes for the effect of initial value (IV) on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and
quadratic slope, respectively; β02k, β12k, and β22k are slopes for the effect of the
shock manipulation on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope,
respectively; β03k, β13k, and β23k are slopes for the interaction effect of initial value
and shock on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; and
r0jk, r1jk, and r2jk are level 2 residual terms.
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Level 3 (Individual)
β00k = γ000 + γ001*(TAk) + u00k
β01k = γ010 + γ011*(TAk) + u01k
β02k = γ020 + γ021*(TAk) + u02k
β03k = γ030 + γ031*(TAk) + u03k
β10k = γ100 + γ101*(TAk) + u10k
β11k = γ110 + γ111*(TAk) + u11k
β12k = γ120 + γ121*(TAk) + u12k
β13k = γ130 + γ131*(TAk) + u13k
β20k = γ200 + γ201*(TAk) + u20k
β21k = γ210 + γ211*(TAk) + u21k
β22k = γ220 + γ221*(TAk) + u22k
β23k = γ230 + γ231*(TAk) + u23k ,
where γ000, γ100, and γ200 are level 3 intercepts for the equations predicting level 2
intercepts; γ010, γ020, γ030, γ110, γ120, γ130, γ210, γ220, and γ230 are intercepts for the
equations predicting level 2 slopes; γ001, γ101, and γ201 are slopes for the effect of
trait anxiety (TA) on level 2 intercepts; γ011, γ021, γ031, γ111, γ121, γ131, γ211, γ221, and
γ231 are slopes for the effect of TA on level 2 slopes; and u00k through u23k are
residual terms for their respective equations.
Full model
MAGNITUDEijk =
γ000 + γ001*(TAk) + u00k + γ010*(IVjk) + γ011*(TAk)*(IVjk) + u01k*(IVjk) + γ020*(CAjk)
+ γ021*(TAk)*(CAjk) + u02k*(CAjk) + γ030(IV*CAjk) + γ031*(TAk)(IV*CAjk)
+ u03k*(IV*CAjk) + r0jk + (γ100*(TRIALijk) + γ101*(TAk)*(TRIALijk) + u10k*(TRIALijk)
+ γ110*(IVjk)*(TRIALijk) + γ111*(TAk)*(IVjk)*(TRIALijk) + u11k*(IVjk)*(TRIALijk)
+ (γ120*(CAjk)*(TRIALijk) + γ121*(TAk)*(CAjk)*(TRIALijk) + u12k*(CAjk)*(TRIALijk)
+ γ130*(IV*CAjk)*(TRIALijk) + γ131*(TAk)*(IV*CAjk)*(TRIALijk)
+ u13k*(IV*CAjk)*(TRIALijk) + r1jk*(TRIALijk) + (γ200*(TRIAL2ijk)
+ γ201*(TAk)*(TRIAL2ijk) + u20k*(TRIAL2ijk) + γ210*(IVjk)*(TRIAL2ijk)
+ γ211*(TAk)*(IVjk)*(TRIAL2ijk) + u21k*(IVjk)*(TRIAL2ijk) + γ220*(CAjk)*(TRIAL2ijk)
+ γ221*(TAk)*(CAjk)*(TRIAL2ijk) + u22k*(CAjk)*(TRIAL2ijk)
+ (γ230*(IV*CAjk)*(TRIAL2ijk) + γ231*(TAk)*(IV*CAjk)*(TRIAL2ijk)
+ u23k*(IV*CAjk)*(TRIAL2ijk) + r2jk*(TRIAL2ijk) + eijk,

Trial and squared trial were specified as repeated effects nested within blocks,
with an autoregressive (AR1) covariance structure according to standard guidelines for
modeling iterative time variables (Kincaid, 2005). Block-level variables of initial value
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and contextual anxiety condition (shock or no shock) were specified as random effects
nested within individual.
IVD as a sample-level parameter. A related but simpler hierarchical linear
model was constructed for estimating startle habituation parameters at block 1 and block
2 separately. The choice to split data by block removed block as a nesting variable and
thus re-parameterized the model into two levels, with trials nested within individuals.
The model for both block 1 and block 2 is represented as follows:
Level 1 (Trial)
MAGNITUDEij = π0j + π1j*(TRIALij) + π2j*(TRIALj)2 + eij ,
Where MAGNITUDEij is startle magnitude at trial i, individual j, π0j is the
intercept of the equation predicting startle magnitude from trial, π1j is linear slope
of change in magnitude for individual j, π2j is the quadratic slope of change in
magnitude for individual j, and eij is the error term.
Level 2 (Individual)
π0j = β00 + β01*(IVj) + β02*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj)
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj) + β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r0j
π1j = β10 + β11*(IVj) + β12*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj)
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj) + β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r1j
π2j = β20 + β21*(IVj) + β22*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj)
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj) + β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r2j ,
where β00, β10, and β20 are intercepts for the equations predicting level 1 intercept,
linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β01, β11, and β21 are slopes for the
effect of initial value (IVj) on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope,
respectively; β02, β12, and β22 are slopes for the effect of trait anxiety (TAj) on level
1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β03, β13, and β23 are
slopes for the interaction effect of initial value and trait anxiety (IVj*TAj) on level
1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β04, β14, and β24 are
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slopes for the effect of treatment group (GROUPj) on level 1 intercept, linear
slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β05, β15, and β25 are slopes for the
interaction effect of initial value and treatment group (IVj*GROUPj) on level 1
intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β06, β16, and β26 are slopes
for the interaction effect of trait anxiety and treatment group (TAj*GROUPj) on
level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β07, β17, and β27
are slopes for the interaction effect of initial value, trait anxiety, and treatment
group (IVj*TAj*GROUPj) on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope,
respectively; and r0j, r1j, and r2j are error terms for the level 1 equations predicting
intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively.
Full Model
MAGNITUDEij =
β00 + β01*(IVj) + β02*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj) + β05*(IVj*GROUPj)
+ β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r0j + β10*(TRIALij)
+ β11*(IVj)*(TRIALij) + β12*(TAj)*(TRIALij) + β03*(IVj*TAj)*(TRIALij)
+ β04*(GROUPj)*(TRIALij) + β05*(IVj*GROUPj)*(TRIALij)
+ β06*(TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALij) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALij)
+ r1j*(TRIALij) + β20*(TRIALj)2 + β21*(IVj)*(TRIALj)2 + β22*(TAj)*(TRIALj)2
….+ β03*(IVj*TAj)*(TRIALj)2 + β04*(GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2 + β06*(TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2
+ β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2 + eij,
The level 1 model was additionally run after splitting the data by individual and
block, with the intent of yielding individual growth curve estimates for intercept, linear
slope, and quadratic slope for block 1. The standardized linear and quadratic slopes
obtained from the analysis were retained for subsequent comparison to the same
parameter estimates in Study 2 (to be explained further in Study 2 Method and Results
sections).
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STUDY 1 RESULTS
Defining initial value
Startle magnitude at trial is represented as means split by group, block, and low or
high trait anxiety (25th and 75th percentile scores), along with a priori t-tests testing for
differences between groups. T-tests revealed that none of the trait anxiety group
differences were significant except for at Block 2, trial 1 (t(29)= 2.23, p<.05).
Table 1
Startle magnitude at trial, by group and trait anxiety
By Group
By TA
Control
Shock
T
Sig
Low
High
T
Block 1 Trial 1 mag
3.87
4.16
.178
.860
2.87
5.03
1.75
Block 1 Trial 2 mag
3.38
4.64
.889
.381
2.91
4.97
1.76
Block 2 Trial 1 mag
3.28
3.92
.347
.731
2.53
4.71
2.23
Block 2 Trial 2 mag
3.01
4.39
.343
.232
2.50
4.72
1.64
Note. TA= Trait anxiety; mag= startle magnitude in mV
Low and high TA are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.

Sig
.100
.089
.034*
.122

Separate mixed ANOVAs revealed that startle magnitude did not change
significantly from trial 1 to trial 2 in either block 1 or block 2 (Block 1 F(1,26)=.581,
p=.453; Block 2 F(1,27)=1.16, p=.291). With these statistics in mind, initial value of
startle magnitude was defined as the average magnitude of trials 1 and 2 in subsequent
analyses.
Startle magnitude was relatively higher for the control group (Block 1
F(1,26)=8.90, p<.01; Block 2 F(1,27)=6.38, p<.05), and also for high-TA subjects (Block
1 F(1,26)=5.41, p<.01; Block 2 F(1,27)=11.70, p<.01). The group differences between
control and CA were less extreme with higher TA, based on a significant interaction and
negative effect size for this relationship (Block 1 B=-.344; F(1,26)=10.0, p<.01; Block 2
B=-.244; F(1,27)=6.78, p<.05). Neither group, TA, nor their interaction affected change
in startle magnitude. Individual values of startle magnitude at trial are represented in
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Figure 3, to illustrate the relative prevalence of response decrements versus response
increases. Graphs visually distinguish high- from low-TA subjects to illustrate higher
initial values in high-TA subjects.
Figure 3
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Descriptive statistics and tests of group differences are found in Table 2.
Individual-level startle magnitude was found to be slightly positively skewed
(skewness=1.03; SE=.377), but within acceptable guidelines of ±2 (Tabachnick & Fidell,
2001). The post-intervention state anxiety measurement was significantly larger for the
shock group than for the control group (t(29)=3.53, p<.01). This effect remained
significant after Bonferroni adjustments dividing the test alpha by the number of tests
(.05/8=.006). No other group differences were found to be significant at p=.05.
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Table 2
Individual-level descriptive statistics, with comparison by group
Mean
TA
42.3
Resting SA
31.1
Pre-treatment SA 27.1
Post-treatment SA 25.6
Initial mag B1
4.43
Initial mag B2
3.87
Avg mag B1
2.84
Avg mag B2
2.46

Control group
Range
SE
30-64
2.18
20-43
2.00
20-37
1.59
20-40
1.68
.098-12.6
.951
.082-10.7
.794
.050-9.50
.630
.036-6.59
.551

Mean
40.9
33.8
27.9
37.7
3.62
3.58
1.99
2.25

Shock group
Range
27-64
23-50
20-43
23-60
.591-8.92
.211-8.46
.389-5.83
.231-4.78

SE
2.49
2.06
1.52
3.01
.604
.612
.363
.387

Group differences
t
Sig
.419
.678
-.917
.366
.27
.717
3.53
.002**
.244
.475
.855
.779
.643
.246
.661
.750

Note. TA= Trait anxiety; SA = state anxiety; mag= startle magnitude in mV; B= Block; sig= p value.
** = significant at p=.01.
Variances were highly unequal between the groups for post-intervention state anxiety (F(1,29)=8.97,
p<.01). Because of this, the related t-test was conducted with equal variances not assumed.

Within- and between-subject effects on state anxiety (SA)
Results of mixed ANOVA are found in Table 3. The model had significant main
effects for intercept (F(1,27)=17.00, p<.001) and group (F(1,27)=4.52, p<.05). The effect
of measurement occasion (i.e. time) was not significant at p=.05 (F(2,54)=1.83, p=.171).
However, this effect was qualified by a significant interaction between time and group
(F(1,27)=10.6, p<.001). Within this interaction effect, the a priori contrast of particular
interest was the difference between the second SA measurement and the third
(F(1,29)=14.5, p<.01), because it represented a change in state anxiety due to the anxiety
manipulation. The significance of this contrast, together with the marginal means
illustrated in Figure 4, indicates that the shock manipulation increased state anxiety more
than did the control condition.
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Table 3
Within- and between-subject effects on state anxiety
Within-subject
Time
Between-subject
Intercept
Group
TA
Interaction effects
Time*Group
(SA1 vs SA2+SA3)
(SA2 vs SA3)

Pillai’s trace

df1

df2

F

Sig

.164

2

54

1.83

.171

----------------------

1
1
1

27
27
27

17.00
4.52
1.25

<.001***
.043*
.274

.364
---------------

2
1
1

54
27
27

10.60
4.73
14.50

<.001***
.038*
.001**

Note. TA= trait anxiety; Time= measurement occasion (at rest=1, after CA manipulation=2); Sig =
significance.
* p=.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was not significant, meaning that the p values for within-subject effects
were calculated with sphericity assumed.

Figure 4
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Modeling startle habituation kinetics
IVD as an individual-level parameter. As a reminder, hierarchical linear
modeling analysis predicted startle magnitude from three levels of variables: Trial-level
(trial number and squared trial number), block-level (initial startle magnitude level and
probability of shock), and individual-level (trait anxiety).
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Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were calculated based on variance
components for the null model. There are two ICCs in 3-level designs. The level 2 ICC
illustrates the proportion of total variance in startle magnitude accounted for by levels 2
and 3, and tests whether level 1 is nested within levels 2 and 3. The level 3 ICC shows
the proportion of variance in levels 2 and 3 accounted for by level 3, and tests whether
level 2 is nested within level 3. The level 2 ICC was (3.13+.39)/(3.13+.39+3.02)=.54, or
54% of variance. The level 3 ICC was 3.13/(3.13+.39)=.89, or 89% of variance. For
both ICCs, a number higher than .05 or 5% provides statistical support that nesting must
be accounted for in order to address violations of the assumption of independence
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).
Estimates of fixed effects and variance components are represented in Table 4. In
the full model without TA*CA interaction, Level 1 parameter estimates for trial and
squared trial were both significant (B= -.116, t(363)=-14.06, p<.001; B=.007,
t(432)=4.46, p<.001, respectively), indicating significant linear and curvilinear
components to the change in startle magnitude within presentation block. The effect of
initial value was also significant (B=.459, t(1,32)=, p<.001), indicating that initial startle
magnitude was positively related to average startle magnitude. Both linear slope and
quadratic slope were moderated by initial value (B= -.029, t(365)=-8.94, p<.001; B=.002,
t(438)=3.40, p<.001, respectively). The former moderating effect (IVD) was in the
expected direction, and indicated that average block-level slope was significantly and
negatively predicted by initial value. The significant positive interaction effect between
initial value and squared trial indicated that higher initial value predicted a more positive
curvilinear component in habituation.
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The contextual anxiety manipulation did not overall startle magnitude (B=.189,
t(15)=.66, p=.522), nor did it impact linear habituation slope (B=.003, t(366)=.17,
p=..865) or IVD (B=-.007, t(363)=-1.01, p=.313). Trait anxiety did not moderate linear
slope (B=-7E-4, t(364)=-.364-.79, p=.429), but did moderate IVD, in a direction
suggesting attenuation of IVD effects as TA increased (B=8E-4, t(366)=2.54, p<.05<5).
The significance of the latter effect depended on whether the interaction terms between
CA and TA were included in the model (see the fourth column of estimates; B=7E-4,
t(367)=1.89, p=.060), suggesting that the relationship between TA and IVD was qualified
by an interaction between TA and CA.
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Table 4
Effects of block- and subject-level factors on startle habituation (both blocks)
Trial model
B (SE)
sig
Intercept
Level 1
Trial
Trial2

Level 2
IV
CA
IV*CA
Level 3
TA

Block model
B (SE)
sig

Subject model

Subject model (CA*TA)

B (SE)

sig

B (SE)

sig

2.38 (.326) <.001*** 2.37 (.169) <.001***

2.34 (.179)

<.001***

2.33 (.181)

<.001***

-.109 (.010) <.001*** -.109 (.008) <.001***
.007 (.002) <.001*** .007 (.002) <.001***

-.116 (.008)
.007 (.002)

<.001***
<.001***

-.116 (.008)
.007(.002)

<.001***
<.001***

----------------------------------

-------- .487 (.066) <.001***
-------- .189 (.287) .521
-------- .023 (.129) .862

.459 (.072)
.189 (.289)
.027 (.130)

<.001***
.898
.730

.461 (.072)
.198 (.312)
.051 (.142)

<.001***
.538
.727

------------

--------

------------

--------

.007 (.020)

.764

.007 (.020)

.734

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.026 (.003)
.002 (5E-4)
-.002 (.018)
.002 (.003)
-9E-3 (.007)
-1E-4 (.001)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<.001***
<.001***
.904
.557
.190
.914
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.030 (.003)
.002 (6E-4)
.005 (.018)
.003 (.004)
-.003 (.008)
2E-4 (.001)
-4E-4 (9E-4)
-1E-4 (2E-4)
.006 (.009)
-.016 (.031)
-.006 (.019)
7E-4 (4E-4)
-4E-5 (7E-5)
-.003 (.002)
-2E-4 (4E-4)
-6E-4 (.001)
-1E-4 (2E-4)

<.001***
.001**
.791
.474
.701
.908
.646
.449
.473
.624
.746
.060
.586
.083
.633
.542
.471

Interactions
IV*Trial
IV*Trial2
CA*Trial
CA*Trial2
IV*CA*Trial
IV*CA*Trial2
TA*Trial
TA*Trial2
TA*IV
TA*CA
TA*IV*CA
TA*IV*Trial
TA*IV*Trial2
TA*CA*Trial
TA*CA*Trial2
TA*IV*CA*Trial
TA*IV*CA*Trial2

-.029 (.003) <.001***
.002 (6E-4) .001**
.003 (.018)
.063
.002 (.003)
.902
-.007 (.007)
.096
-3E-4 (.001) .952
-7E-4 (9E-4) .507
-2E-4 (2E-4) .412
.007 (.008)
.592
------------------------------------8E-4 (3E-4)
.011**
-1E-5 (6E-5) .835
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variance components & model fit
Residual, e
2.515
2.019
2.007
2.012
AR1 Rho
.278
.115
.107
.109
Intercept
3.192
.602
.669
.670
IV
------.036
.036
.082
CA
------1.030
1.042
.780
(Deviance)
4603
4477
4542
4601
Note. Initial=Initial startle magnitude; CA=contextual anxiety (shock); TA= trait anxiety; e, r0, and r1 are error
terms. Standard errors are in parenthesis.
*= significant at p=.05; **= significant at p=.01; ***= significant at p=.001.
Deviance is expressed as -2 Log likelihood, where smaller values indicate relatively better fit
Deviance is expressed in terms of -2 Log likelihood.

Regression equations illustrating relevant sample differences are represented in
various forms in Figures 5.1, 5.2a, 5.2b, and 5.2c. Figures 5.1 through 5.2c illustrate
marginal slopes, as in unique differences in startle habituation patterns left over after
accounting for all other variables or otherwise holding them constant at their intercept
(based on the full model without the TA*CA interaction). Low and high groups for
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continuous scales (i.e. initial value, trait anxiety) are constructed by splitting the
distribution of scores into 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Results are plotted in a
similar scale as the raw data to allow ease of interpretation. Relatively overlapping
graphs (e.g. by group in Figure 5.1) illustrate marginal slopes that are not significantly
different from one another, whereas different slopes (e.g. Figure 5.2) illustrate significant
differences in slopes based on the variables represented.
Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.2a
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Figure 5.2b
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Figure 5.2c
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IVD as an individual-level parameter. Consistent with prior 3-level modeling,
the null models of both block 1 and 2 showed statistical nesting of trials within blocks,
with intraclass correlations of 54% (3.46 / (2.59 +.32 + 3.46)) and 51% (3.25/ (2.74 +.33
+ 3.25)), respectively. The level 2 models including the TA*CA interaction (third
column) displayed better fit than those without the interaction (second column; deviances
of 2292 vs. 2301, and 2316 vs. 2354, respectively), indicating better comparative model
fit with the interaction terms included, so statistics of interest below are taken from the
third column of Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
As expected, estimates in the full model were significant for level 1 intercept
(Block 1 B=2.32, t(23)=13.54, p<.001; Block 2 B=2.4848, t(233)=15.95, p<.001), linear
slope (Block 1 B=-.122, t(198)= -10.64, p<.001; Block 2 B=-.110, t(198)=-9.72, p<.001),
and quadratic slope (Block 1 B=.008, t(214)=33.81, p<.001; Block 2 B=.007,
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t(211)=3.45, p<.01). The slope of initial value was significant (Block 1 B=.457,
t(23)=7.18, p<.001; Block 2 B=.632, t(23)=9.65, p<.001), indicating that initial value of
startle magnitude predicted average startle magnitude. Interaction terms between initial
value and both trial-level variables were significant and in the same direction as in prior
analyses (IV*Trial: Block 1 B=-.027, t(201)=--6.27, p<.001; Block 2 B=-.026, t(197)=5.36, p<.001; IV*Trial2: Block 1 B=.002, t(214)=2.65, p<.01: Block 2 B=.002,
t(215)=2.57, p<.05), indicating that high initial value was related to steeper linear slope
and more dramatic curvature in slope. IVD was again defined as the cross-level
interaction between initial value and trial, and the significant negative estimate meant
that, overall, there was a significant negative relationship between initial value and linear
habituation slope.
Additionally interesting were test results that were inconsistent between blocks,
and/or different from analyses in the level 3 model. The most puzzling were the patterns
found in Block 1. Contrary to the full model and to block 2, group differences in block 1
affected overall startle magnitude (i.e. higher magnitude for control than for CA; B=1.11, t(23)=-3.27, p<.01), the relationship between initial startle magnitude and overall
startle magnitude (i.e. weaker associations between the two for the control than for CA;
B=-580, t(23)=-4.53, p<.001), and quadratic slope (i.e. less dramatic quadratic slope for
the control than for CA; B=.011, t(214)=2.68, p<.01). The treatment of the CA and
control groups should have been equivalent during block 1, so these results were by no
means expected.
Also contrary to the three-level model, trait anxiety was not found to impact IVD
in either block (Block 1 (B=7E-4, t(201)=1.31, p=.191); Block 2 (B=-2E-4, t(196)=-.436,
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p=.663). Trait anxiety did however interact significantly with linear slope in block 2, in a
direction suggesting steeper habituation slope as TA increased (B=-.004, t(198)=, p<.05).
The sign of the effect runs counter to the expectation that TA is related to deficits in
habituation. Statistics referenced above for block 1 and block 2 are presented in the third
column of data for Tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.
Table 5.1
Effects of individual-level variables on startle habituation (block 1)
Trial model
B (SE)
sig

Subject model
B (SE)
sig

Subject model (Group*TA)

B (SE)

sig

Intercept
Level 1

2.37 (.347) <.001***

2.31 (.155)

<.001***

2.32 (.171)

<.001***

Trial
Trial2

-.120 (.012) <.001***
.007 (.002) .002**

-.120 (.011)
.007 (.002)

<.001***
<.001***

-.122 (.011)
.008 (.002)

<.001***
<.001***

Level 2
IV
Group
TA
IV*Group
IV*TA
Group*TA

IV*Group*TA
Interactions
IV*Trial
IV*Trial2
Group*Trial
Group*Trial2
TA*Trial
TA*Trial2
IV*Group*Trial
IV*Group*Trial2
IV*TA*Trial
IV*TA*Trial2
TA*Group*Trial
TA*Group*Trial2
IV*Group*TA*Trial
IV*Group*TA*Trial2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

.451 (.056)
-1.08 (.297)
.020 (.017)
-.553 (.098)
.003 (.006)
-----------------------

<.001***
.001**
.254
<.001***
.685
---------------

.457 (.064)
-1.11 (.340)
.019 (.021)
-.580 (.128)
.001 (.008)
.009 (.042)
.004 (.015)

<.001***
.003**
.372
<.001***
.873
.836
.777

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.028 (.004)
.002 (7E-4)
-.030 (.021)
.010 (.004)
8E-6 (.001)
-3E-4 (2E-4)
-.015 (.007)
.004 (.001)
7E-4 (4E-4)
-5E-5 (8E-5)
---------------------------------------------

<.001***
.002**
.147
.010*
.995
.194
.026*
<.001***
.116
.504
-----------------------------

-.027 (.004)
.002 (8E-4)
-.038 (.023)
.011 (.004)
-6E-4 (.001)
-2E-4 (3E-4)
-.017 (.009)
.004 (.002)
7E-4 (5E-4)
-8E-5 (9E-5)
-.001 (.003)
5E-4 (5E-4)
8E-4 (.001)
-9E-5 (2E-4)

<.001***
.009**
.097
.008**
.663
.549
.054
.008**
.191
.401
.637
.336
.462
.627

Variance components & model fit
AR1 Diagonal
2.892
2.213
1.837
AR1 Rho
0.359
0.172
-0.049
Intercept
3.414
3.571
0.556
(Deviance)
2366.637
2300.513
2292.366
Note. IV=initial startle magnitude; TA= trait anxiety; AR1 diagonal and AR1 rho are residual
variance and the repeated effects of trial-level variables, respectively. Deviance= -2 Log likelihood,
where smaller values indicate relatively better fit.
*= significant at p=.05; **= significant at p=.01; ***= significant at p=.001.
Standard errors are in parenthesis.
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Table 5.2
Effects of trial- and individual-level variables on startle habituation (block 2)
Trial model
B (SE)
sig

Subject model (Group*TA)
Subject model
B (SE)
sig
B (SE)
sig

Intercept
Level 1

2.38 (.337) <.001***

2.48 (.151)

<.001***

2.48 (.156)

<.001***

Trial
Trial2

-.097 (.013) <.001***
.007 (.002) .005**

-.110 (.012)
.007 (.002)

<.001***
.001**

-.110 (.011)
.007 (.002)

<.001***
.001**

Level 2
IV
Group
TA
IV*Group
IV*TA
Group*TA

IV*Group*TA
Interactions
IV*Trial
IV*Trial2
Group*Trial
Group*Trial2
TA*Trial
TA*Trial2
IV*Group*Trial
IV*Group*Trial2
IV*TA*Trial
IV*TA*Trial2
TA*Group*Trial
TA*Group*Trial2
IV*Group*TA*Trial
IV*Group*TA*Trial2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

.637 (.063)
-.415 (.286)
-.003 (.018)
-.273 (.112)
.002 (.006)
-----------------------

<.001***
.160
.881
.022*
.746
---------------

.632 (.066)
-.351 (.311)
.003 (.020)
-.225 (.131)
.005 (.007)
-.018 (.040)
-.011 (.015)

<.001***
.271
.880
.099
.463
.667
.471

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.027 (.005)
.002 (9E-4)
.011 (.022)
-7E-4 (.004)
-.002 (.001)
-1E-4 (2E-4)
.020 (.009)
.001 (.002)
7E-4 (4E-4)
6E-6 (8E-5)
---------------------------------------------

<.001***
.013*
.616
.847
.157
.567
.023*
.518
.102
.939
-----------------------------

-.026 (.005)
.002 (9E-4)
-.004 (.023)
-.002 (.004)
-.004 (.001)
-3E-4 (3E-4)
.006 (.010)
-8E-5 (.002)
-2E-4 (5E-4)
-6E-5 (1E-4)
.006 (.003)
4E-4 (5E-4)
.003 (.001)
2E-4 (2E-4)

<.001***
.011*
.853
.637
.014*
.323
.515
.963
.663
.501
.050
.445
.012*
.286

Variance components & model fit
AR1 Diagonal
2.298
2.034
2.012
AR1 Rho
0.211
-0.057
-0.041
Intercept
3.344
0.496
0.530
(Deviance)
2316.686
2353.712
2316.686
Note. IV=Startle magnitude at trials 1 and 2; CA=contextual anxiety (dark room); TA= trait
anxiety; AR1 diagonal and AR1 rho are residual variance and the repeated effects of trial-level
variables, respectively. Standard errors are in parenthesis.
*= significant at p=.05; **= significant at p=.01; ***= significant at p=.001. Deviance is expressed
as -2 Log likelihood, where smaller values indicate relatively better fit.

Growth curves, slopes and marginal means for relevant and/or significant effects
are found in Figures 6.1 through 6.4c. Figure 6.1 represents unconditional growth curves
at level 1, split by group and trait anxiety. Figures 6.2 to 6.4c illustrate marginal
relationships in the model that included the TA*CA interaction terms. Significant
associations due to the variables being grouped are illustrated by differing slopes of lines
(e.g. Figure 6.3a, marginal slopes of control and CA in block 1), whereas nonsignificant
associations are represented by relatively parallel graphs (e.g. marginal slopes of control
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and CA in block 2). Low and high groupings for continuous variables are based on the
25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.
Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.3c
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Figure 6.4a
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Figure 6.4b
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Figure 6.4c
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STUDY 1 DISCUSSION
Prior research suggests that measures of phasic physiology are valuable in the
study of emotion, and perhaps particularly in the study of anxiety. The magnitude of
change from high to low arousal states has served as a marker for physiological and
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emotional regulation across multiple measures, but these measures can be heavily
influenced by initial magnitude. Following logic from previous work (Scher et al., 1985),
Study 1 was intended to clarify the relationship between trait anxiety and two proposed
biomarkers of flexible physiological responding: startle habituation slope, and the
relationship between initial value and slope. Results suggest that trait anxiety may better
predict the initial value dependency statistic than it predicts linear slope alone.
Limitations
An important but puzzling factor to consider is the group differences in startle
habituation kinetics found in block 1, with the control group having higher overall startle
magnitude and flatter curves (i.e. less extreme linear and quadratic terms) than the CA
group. Because the shock stimulus only occurred in block 2, significant group effects in
block 1 could mean that subjects received differential treatment not attributable to the
shock stimulus directly, but perhaps still related to the shock condition. The
experimenter assigned treatment condition before the beginning of each experimental
session, and the knowledge of treatment condition could have led the experimenter to
unknowingly compensate by acting friendlier towards CA group subjects before the first
startle session. Neither trait anxiety nor the pre-manipulation state anxiety measurements
were different between the groups, so there is no additional evidence to suggest the
control group were more anxious in block 1 other than the differences in startle
magnitude themselves, which could have been influenced by other factors as well.
The shock manipulation in this study increased self-report measures of state
anxiety, but did not impact startle magnitude. There are a variety of reasons for why this
occurred. One explanation is that both linear slope of habituation and dependency
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between slope and initial value are picking up on trait- and not state-level differences in
physiological responding, as suggested by Scher et al. (1985). Another possibility is
demand characteristics; the word “anxiety” was clearly displayed in the recruitment
advertisement and in the informed consent, so participants may have felt subtly pressured
to respond as though they were more anxious than they actually were. If this is the case,
it may be useful to consider possible limitations of shock as an anxiety manipulation.
Three participants (10%) reported the experience of the electrical stimulation as mild,
with one of them even describing it as “pleasant”. Individual differences in electrical
impedance at the shock electrode sites and experimenter error can create variability in the
subjective experience of the sample shock, which could have tempered the negative
affect felt while anticipating such a stimulus.
Another puzzling result is the direction of the interaction effect between trait
anxiety and linear habituation slope in block 2. Prior work (Campbell et al., 2014; Lader
& Wing, 1964) has suggested that this relationship would be significant and positive,
indicating shallower habituation slope with higher TA. Trait anxiety predicted higher
initial magnitude in this sample, and it is possible that their slopes were more negative
due to initial value dependency (IVD; Jin, 1992). IVD should have been partialled out
from linear slope effects by virtue of the analysis itself, but it is possible that the
initial*linear slope term didn’t fully capture the variance in IVD, and that residual IVD
“left over” from the model impacted linear slope. More work is needed to fully
understand why results like this occur.
The last thing to consider is the test-retest design of the anxiety manipulation.
Mixed between-within-person studies of experimental manipulations are excellent at
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reducing error variability and optimizing power in small samples (Howell, 2012), and
studies in startle responding are no exception (Cook et al., 1991). However, making
inferences about startle habituation kinetics in two-block designs comes with some
special considerations. Full recovery of baseline reactivity between blocks can take
anywhere from hours to days (Rankin et al., 2009), so when blocks are presented in
relatively quick succession, initial reactivity doesn’t “reset” to baseline levels.
Additionally, prior research suggests that exposure to the first presentation block of
stimuli can potentiate the effects of habituation in the second block, with faster and more
complete reductions in startle responding in block 2 (Rankin, 2009; Rankin et al., 2009).
In sum, there may be qualitative differences between presentation blocks that
confound variance attributable to the shock manipulation. These effects could have been
partialled out with a fully counterbalanced design, featuring four different conditions:
startle alone for both blocks; startle alone in block 1, startle + shock in block 2; startle +
shock in block 1, startle alone in block 2; and startle + shock in both blocks. This design
would ideally have needed around 80 participants (20 per group) with complete data to
have sufficient power, which was not feasible with the lab’s allotment of credit hours at
the time, but may still be worthwhile as a future direction.
Study 2 was intended to expand on findings in Study 1, using one block of stimuli
and a between-subjects state anxiety manipulation. 2included a different method for
inducing anxiety, namely listening to startle stimuli with the lights off. Darkness is a
reliable and simple way to induce anxiety in startle protocols using human subjects (see
Grillon & Ameli, 1998; Muhlberger, Weiser, & Pauli, 2008), and using this manipulation
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instead of shock would assist in making more generalized conclusions about contextual
anxiety and startle habituation kinetics.
STUDY 2 METHOD
Participants
Participants were 62 undergraduates taking an introductory psychology course at
Wake Forest University in the spring 2018 semester. The Sona advertisement offered
one half credit hour for participating, and were only displayed for students who had
completed the State Trait Anxiety Inventory-Form Y, Trait subscale (STAI-T;
Spielberger, 1983) through prior mass testing. Exclusion criteria were the same as in
Study 1, except that participants were not excluded based on cardiovascular illness, but
were excluded for narcolepsy, the latter of which might be sensitive to the dark room
manipulation.
Stimuli
Startle stimuli were the same intensity and duration as in Study 1, and created
using the same Audacity audio editing software (The Audacity Team; Pittsburgh, PA).
Stimuli were presented in one presentation block of 15 stimuli presented through
SuperLab (Cedrus Corporation; San Pedro, CA), with values of inter-trial intervals
evenly distributed and ranging from 13 to 17 seconds, for a total duration of 225 seconds
(3.75 minutes). Half of the participants were exposed to startle stimuli with the lights left
on in the testing room (the control condition), and the other half were exposed to stimuli
after the lights in the testing room had been turned off. To lower the chances of
introducing confounds into the group assignment, the treatment condition was assigned
partly at random, and partly to match current group frequencies of appointment date and
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time as well as subject demographics (gender and trait anxiety level), using a series of
conditional formulas in Microsoft Office Excel.
Measures
Physiological recording and processing. Startle eyeblinks were recorded at a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz using AcqKnowledge 5.0 software package (Biopac Systems,
Inc., Goleta, CA). Eyeblink sensors and electroconductive paste were the same as those
used for Study 1. The nasal and temporal electrodes were the same as in Study 1, and the
ground electrode was placed on the left temple.
The calculation channels in AcqKnowledge were the same as in Study 1, allowing
for real-time measurement of electrical noise as well as responses.
Trait anxiety. Trait anxiety was measured using the State Trait Anxiety
Inventory for adults, Form Y, trait subscale (STAI-T; Spielberger, 1983), administered
online as part of mass testing for the introductory psychology student research pool,
through the Wake Forest University-affiliated website by Sona Systems (Sona Systems,
Ltd; Bethesda, MD). Scoring was the same as it was for Study 1, and the items had
excellent internal consistency (α=.91).
State anxiety. State anxiety was measured and scored using the same 6-item
short form of the State Trait Anxiety Inventory, Form Y, state subscale as that used in
Study 1 (Marteau & Bekker, 1992; Spielberger, 1983). The STAI-Y-S was administered
once before the startle session and once after the startle session. For the second state
anxiety questionnaire, the instructions were changed to ask how they were feeling during
the startle block, instead of the present time frame. Reliability was acceptably high for
the STAI-Y-T, with Cronbach’s α at .73 for measurement 1 and .84 for measurement 2.
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Procedure
To reduce bias in the way the experimenter interacted with the participant, the
informed consent forms for each condition (i.e. control and contextual anxiety) were
identical, and the experimenter did not know the subject’s treatment condition
beforehand. After consent and screening for eligibility, the experimenter placed the
EMG electrodes, explained what the eyeblink session would be like, and then
administered the first of two state anxiety questionnaires. Right before presenting the
block of stimuli, the experimenter input demographic information into the Excel formula
to determine the treatment condition, and then left the room and closed the door, turning
off the lights on the way out for participants assigned to the contextual anxiety condition.
Immediately after the startle block, the experimenter reentered the testing room, turned
on the lights if they were off, and asked the participant to fill out the second state anxiety
questionnaire. The experimenter then removed the sensors, and debriefed and dismissed
the participant.
Analysis
All analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version
25.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Independent t-tests were conducted to test for group
differences in study variables.
Manipulation check for state anxiety. A 3*2 (time*condition) mixed betweenwithin ANOVA (mixed ANOVA) tested for changes in state anxiety due to the startle
block, and also due to the anxiety manipulation. The interaction effect of time and
treatment group on state anxiety (specifically between the second and third
measurements) served as the manipulation check for the CA treatment.
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Predicting dependency statistics from trait and contextual anxiety. The next
analyses tested the hypothesis that trait anxiety would moderate dependency effects and
not linear slope alone. Additional statistics of interest were interactions between
contextual anxiety and linear slope, IVD, and TA.
Models were estimated using the linear mixed models module in SPSS. All
independent variables were grand mean centered. Linear and quadratic change were
modeled with orthogonal polynomial coding, with weights shown in matrix form in
Figure 7. Trial and squared trial were specified as repeated effects nested within
individuals, with an autoregressive (AR1) covariance structure.
Figure 7
Coding of the time variable
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
[1

−7
−6
−5
−4
−3
−2
−1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

30
17
6
−3
−10
−15
−18
−19
−18
−15
−10
−3
6
17
30 ]

Read from left to right, columns in the matrix at left
represent coding of the time variable for growth curve
parameters of intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope,
respectively. Intercept represents startle magnitude at trial
8 of 15.

Multilevel modeling analysis is represented below in formula notation.
Level 1 (Trial)
MAGNITUDEij = π0j + π1j*(TRIALij) + π2j*(TRIALj)2 + eij ,
Where MAGNITUDEij is startle magnitude at trial i, individual j, π0j is the
intercept of the equation predicting startle magnitude from trial, π1j is linear slope
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of change in magnitude for individual j, π2j is the quadratic slope of change in
magnitude for individual j, and eij is the error term.
Level 2 (Individual)
π0j = β00 + β01*(IVj) + β02*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj)
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj) + β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r0j
π1j = β10 + β11*(IVj) + β12*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj)
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj) + β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r1j
π2j = β20 + β21*(IVj) + β22*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(GROUPj)
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj) + β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r2j ,
where β00, β10, and β20 are intercepts for the equations predicting level 1 intercept,
linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β01, β11, and β21 are slopes for the
effect of initial value (IVj) on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope,
respectively; β02, β12, and β22 are slopes for the effect of trait anxiety (TAj) on level
1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β03, β13, and β23 are
slopes for the interaction effect of initial value and trait anxiety (IVj*TAj) on level
1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β04, β14, and β24 are
slopes for the effect of treatment group (GROUPj) on level 1 intercept, linear
slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β05, β15, and β25 are slopes for the
interaction effect of initial value and group (IVj*GROUPj) on level 1 intercept,
linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β06, β16, and β26 are slopes for the
interaction effect of trait anxiety and treatment group (TAj*GROUPj) on level 1
intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively; β07, β17, and β27 are slopes
for the interaction effect of initial value, trait anxiety, and treatment group
(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) on level 1 intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope,
respectively; and r0j, r1j, and r2j are error terms for the level 1 equations predicting
intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope, respectively.
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Full Model
MAGNITUDEij =
β00 + β01*(IVj) + β02*(TAj) + β03*(IVj*TAj) + β04*(CAj) + β05*(IVj*GROUPj)
+ β06*(TAj*GROUPj) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj) + r0j + β10*(TRIALij)
+ β11*(IVj)*(TRIALij) + β12*(TAj)*(TRIALij) + β03*(IVj*TAj)*(TRIALij)
+ β04*(GROUPj)*(TRIALij) + β05*(IVj*GROUPj)*(TRIALij)
+ β06*(TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALij) + β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALij)
+ r1j*(TRIALij) + β20*(TRIALj)2 + β21*(IVj)*(TRIALj)2 + β22*(TAj)*(TRIALj)2
….+ β03*(IVj*TAj)*(TRIALj)2 + β04*(GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2
+ β05*(IVj*GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2 + β06*(TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2
+ β07*(IVj*TAj*GROUPj)*(TRIALj)2 + eij,
Standardized linear and quadratic slopes were obtained by running the level 1
model listed above after splitting data by subject, for comparison to the same statistics
obtained earlier in Study 1.
Comparing Study 1 to Study 2. Individual-level data from both studies were
collapsed into one dataset (n=93), with the intent of testing for differences in relevant
variables by study and group. Multivariate effects of each independent variable were
quantified using the general linear model function in SPSS. Because of the unequal
sample sizes between Study 1 and Study 2 (31 vs 62, respectively), the marginal
univariate tests normally reported in terms of sums of squares (as in ANOVA) were
reported instead using marginal linear regression weights from the same analyses. The
analysis consisted of three independent variables (study, group, and study*group) and six
dependent variables (trait anxiety, state anxiety at rest, state anxiety after startle block,
initial startle magnitude, standardized linear slope, and standardized quadratic slope.).
STUDY 2 RESULTS
Startle magnitude did not differ significantly between the first and second trial
(t(56)=1.45, p=.153) so, following the convention in Study 1, initial magnitude was again
defined as the averaged magnitude of trials 1 and 2.
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Descriptive statistics and tests of group differences are found in Table 6.
Individual-level startle magnitude was within acceptable guidelines of skewness
(skewness=.797; SE=.589). Post-treatment SA differed between groups and in the
expected direction (t(60)=3.45, p<.01), indicating higher state anxiety for the dark room
condition than for the control condition.
Table 6
Individual-level descriptive statistics, with comparison by group
TA
Pre-treatment SA
Post-treatment SA
Initial mag
Average mag

Control group
Mean
Range
39.4
25-66
32.5
20-50
39.7
20-57
5.78
.32-16.7
3.53 .166-12.4

SE
1.88
1.41
1.93
.829
.573

CA group
Mean Range
38.5
26-56
35.9
20-60
50.3
23-77
5.22 .852-13
3.84 .21-10.9

SE
1.71
1.93
2.40
.546
.457

Group differences
T score
P
-.343
.733
1.43
.156
3.45
.001**
-.563
.576
.427
.671

Note. TA= Trait anxiety; SA = state anxiety; Mag=startle magnitude in mV; p=significance. ** =
significant at p=.01. Initial magnitude had a significant value for Levene’s test (F=4.51, p<.05), so t-tests
were run with equal variances not assumed.

Within- and between-subject effects on state anxiety
State anxiety increased overall between measurements (F(1,60)= 38.98, p<.001).
State anxiety was higher overall in the CA group than the control, and post-hoc t-tests
using marginal means revealed that this difference was particular to the post-treatment
measurement (difference=10.6, t(31)=3.45, p<.01) and not for the pre-treatment
measurement (difference=4.4, t(31)=1.44, p=.156). Treatment group also interacted with
measurement occasion, meaning that the dark condition increased state anxiety more than
did the control condition (F(1,60)=4.33, p<.05), with the latter effect illustrating that the
dark room condition successfully induced contextual anxiety. Marginal means are
represented in Figure 8, with error bars represented by 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8

55

Change in state anxiety across measurements, by group

45
35
25

State anxiety

Control
Dark room

Before CA manipulation

After CA manipulation

Initial value dependency effects. Estimates of fixed effects and variance
components from multilevel modeling are summarized below and displayed in Table 7.
In the null model, the intraclass correlation coefficient was 7.53/(4.99+.26+7.53)=.59,
indicating that 59 percent of variance in startle magnitude was attributable to the nesting
of trials within subjects. The full model with comparatively better fit was the one without
the CA*TA interaction term included (i.e. column 2; deviance of 3915 vs. 3958), but data
reported below are from the CA*TA interaction model, for more intuitive comparison
with the block-level models for Study 2.
Similar to all three models in Study 1, effects in Study 2 hierarchical linear
modeling were significant and in the expected direction for intercept (B=3.69,
t(544)=20.04, p<.001), linear slope (B=-.198, t(345)=-14.29, p<.001), quadratic slope
(B=.015, t(296)=3.92, p<.001), initial value (B=.667, t(54)=12.90, p<.001) and IVD (B=.035, t(341)=-9.01, p<.001). Also consistent with the block 2 model in Study 1, trait
anxiety did not significantly attenuate initial value dependency in this sample (B=7E-4,
t(348)=1.57, p=.118), but did relate to linear slope directly (B=.004, t(349)=2.89, p<.01),
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with the direction suggesting shallower habituation slope with higher trait anxiety. These
effects were significant both with and without the inclusion of the CA*TA interaction
term in the model, implying that this effect was not qualified by any interactions between
trait and contextual anxiety. The last significant effect in the model was the weight of the
product term of IV, CA, TA, and quadratic slope (B=-6E-4, t(295)=-2.43, p<.05),
suggestive of more dramatic curvature in habituation slope with an interaction of the
latter three variables. The four-way interaction effects found were different from those
found in Study 1, block 2; in the latter, there was a significant positive effect of
IV*TA*CA*Trial, and no effect of IV*TA*CA*Trial2, whereas in the former there was a
significant negative effect of IV*TA*CA*Trial2, and no effect on IV*TA*CA*Trial.
The dark room condition did not impact startle magnitude overall (B=.664,
t(345)=1.81, p=.077), linear habituation slope directly (B=.024, t(345)=.885, p=.379), nor
initial value dependency (B=.003, t(341)=.361, p=.718).
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Table 7
Effects of block- and individual-level variables on startle habituation
Trial model
B (SE)
sig

Subject model
B (SE)
sig

Subject model (CA*TA)

B (SE)

sig

Intercept
Level 1

3.69 (.361) <.001***

3.71(.180)

<.001***

3.68 (.184)

<.001***

Trial
Trial2

-.201 (.016) <.001***
.014 (.004) <.001***

-.197 (.014)
.014 (.004)

<.001***
<.001***

-.198 (.014)
.015 (.004)

<.001***
<.001***

Level 2
IV
CA
TA
IV*CA
IV*TA
CA*TA

IV*CA*TA
Interactions
IV*Trial
IV*Trial2
CA*Trial
CA*Trial2
TA*Trial
TA*Trial2
IV*CA*Trial
IV*CA*Trial2
IV*TA*Trial
IV*TA*Trial2
TA*CA*Trial
TA*CA*Trial2
IV*CA*TA*Trial
IV*CA*TA*Trial2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------

.668 (.051)
.676 (.363)
.028 (.018)
.124 (.102)
.003 (.005)
-----------------------

<.001***
.068
.130
.230
.500
---------------

.667 (.052)
.664 (.368)
.029 (.019)
.124 (.103)
.006 (.006)
-.008 (.037)
.010 (.012)

<.001***
.077
.133
.235
.322
.826
.400

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.035 (.004)
.001 (.001)
.025 (.028)
-.008 (.008)
.004 (.001)
4E-5 (4E-4)
.003 (.008)
-.002 (.002)
6E-4 (4E-4)
1E-4 (1E-4)
---------------------------------------------

<.001***
.307
.365
.307
.003**
.911
.721
.405
.124
.289
-----------------------------

-.035 (.004)
.001 (.001)
.024 (.028)
-.007 (.008)
.004 (.001)
4E-6 (4E-4)
.003 (.008)
-.002 (.002)
7E-4 (5E-4)
-4E-5 (1E-4)
-.002 (.003)
-2E-4 (8E-4)
5E-4 (9E-4)
6E-4 (3E-4)

<.001***
.271
.379
.360
.005**
.992
.718
.400
.118
.736
.432
.806
.562
.016*

Variance components & model fit
AR1 Diagonal
3.906
3.456
3.441
AR1 Rho
.072
.056
.052
Intercept
7.848
1.741
1.789
(Deviance)
39844
3915
3968
Note. IV=Startle magnitude at trials 1 and 2; CA=contextual anxiety (dark room); TA= trait
anxiety; AR1 diagonal and AR1 rho are residual variance and the repeated effects of trial-level
variables, respectively. Standard errors are in parenthesis.
*= significant at p=.05; **= significant at p=.01; ***= significant at p=.001. Deviance is
expressed ass -2 Log likelihood, where smaller values indicate relatively better fit.

Effects of the dark room manipulation, trait anxiety, and initial startle magnitude
(IV) on estimates of startle habituation kinetics are illustrated in graphical form in
Figures 9.1 through 9.5c, with low and high levels of TA represented by the 25th and 75th
percentile of scores, respectively. Figures 8.5a through 8.5c illustrate the breakdown of
unique and interacting effects of initial value and TA on startle habituation slopes.
Graphs that are parallel or otherwise relatively similar (e.g. in Figure 9.2) illustrate
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nonsignificant differences in slope, whereas dissimilar graphs illustrate significant main
or interaction effects according to grouping variables.
Figure 9.1
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Note. TA=Trait anxiety.
Low and High TA are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.

Figure 9.2
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Figure 9.3
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*Note. IV=Initial startle magnitude.
Low and high IV are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.

Figure 9.4
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*Note. TA=Trait anxiety.
Low and high TA are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.
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Figure 9.5a
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*Note. IV=Initial startle magnitude.
Low and high IV are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.

Figure 9.5b
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*Note. TA=Trait anxiety.
Low and high groups are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.
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Figure 9.5c
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*Note. IV= initial startle magnitude; TA=Trait anxiety.
Low and high TA and IV are represented as 25th and 75th percentile scores, respectively.

Comparing Study 1 and Study 2. Comparison between Study 1 and Study 2
involved a combination of multivariate ANOVA and linear regression techniques. The
multivariate effect for the entire model was significant (B=1.67, F(1,92)=1150.00,
p<.001), indicating that one or more of the dependent variables differed due to one or
more of the independent variables, and justifying further analyses testing component
univariate effects. Study 2 had lower initial slope (β =-.821, t(89)=-2.44, p<.05) and
higher quadratic slope (β=.362, t(89)=2.77, p<.01) than Study 1. The CA groups in
general had steeper habituation slopes (β=-.757, t(89)=-2.07, p<.05). Lastly, the
significant interaction effects of study*group on state anxiety at measurement 2 was
especially high for the CA group in study 2, meaning that participants were more anxious
than would be expected from a combination of average contextual anxiety and study
effects alone (B=9.84, t(89)=2.12, p<.05). Results of multivariate tests and univariate
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regression analyses are presented in Table 8, with marginal means represented in Figures
9.1 through 9.5.

Table 8

F

Full model
V df1 df2
Sig

Trait anxiety
B (SE)

Sig

SA at rest
B (SE)

Sig

SA after
startle
B (SE)

Sig

Initial startle
magnitude
B (SE)

Linear
slope (β)
B (SE)

Sig

Quadratic slope
(β)

B (SE) Sig

.979 6 84 662.90 <.001*** 47.2(11.9) <.001*** 27.9(10.9) .012* 23.6(12.8) .070 4.13(4.45) .357 1.33(.583) .025 * -.604(.227) .009**

Sig

Differences in study variables by group and study

Icept

.101

.449

.012

.045

.055

.096

.435

.454

1.84(6.85) .789 -9.03(8.05) 265 -1.05(2.79) .707 -.757(.366) .041* -.023(.142) .871

Model fit

.430

-1.91(7.45) .798

Study .665 6 84 27.73 <.001*** -3.43(6.84) ..618 .560(6.29) .929 2.73(7.39) .713 1.11( 2.57) .667 -.821(.336) .017* .362(.131) .007**
1.84

.040

84

.020

.008

Group .116 6

------------------------------

-.013

.802(3.95) .840 9.84(4.65) .037 * .246(1.61) .879 .403(.211) .059 -.008(.082) .927

R2

------------------------------

.513(4.30) .905

Adj.
R2

*Note. Icept= intercept of the model; V= Pillai's Trace; df1= test degrees of freedom; df2= error degrees of freedom; Sig=p-value. Standard errors
are in parentheses.
at p<.05; **=significant at p<.01; ***=significant at p<.001
*=significant
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Marginal means of trait anxiety, state anxiety, and initial startle magnitude are
compared in Figures 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3 respectively, with error bars denoting 95%
confidence intervals of associated marginal means unless specified otherwise. Of note,
the slopes presented in Figures 10.4 and 10.5 are both standardized and marginal, so they
are comparable to one another on different scales but not directly representative of raw
change. The particularly dramatic differences in linear and quadratic slopes between
Studies 1 and 2 can be observed in the shapes of slopes in Figures 10.4 and 10.5,
respectively.
Figure 10.1
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Figure 10.2
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Figure 10.3
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Figure 10.4
Marginal linear slopes (β), by group and study
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Figure 10.5
Marginal quadratic slopes (β), by group and study
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STUDY 2 DISCUSSION
Study 2 was intended to replicate and expand on methodology in Study 1, testing
for a relationship between trait anxiety and two statistics linked to physiological
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reactivity in prior studies: linear habituation slope, and initial value dependency.
Opposite to in Study 1, trait anxiety in the present sample predicted shallower linear
slope. These results are in line with prior work suggesting a similar relationship between
emotion regulation and linear startle habituation slope (Campbell et al., 2014).
Moreover, the simultaneous modeling of linear slope and IVD in both studies served to
partial out independent variance of IVD and linear slope, meaning that the present study’s
findings suggest emotional reactivity (in the case of the present study, anxiety) may be
uniquely tied to linear slope at the sample level even after accounting for the relationship
between initial value and linear slope. The results of study 2 therefore suggest that linear
slope, and not IVD, is a good statistical marker for the effect of trait anxiety on
responding kinetics, particularly when IVD is conceptualized as a sample-level
parameter. As mentioned earlier, however, these results were not consistent in direction
between two studies with similar analytical designs, which raises the question of what
caused these differences. Prior researchers have found paradoxical effects of study
variables on linear slope of habituation before, noting that initial value dependency may
have biased their results (Lane et al., 2013). However, the present results specifically
accounted for IVD and still found these paradoxical effects. Additional research is
needed, but it may be worthwhile to explore whether, and which, other types of
psychologically relevant variables might impact habituation in contradictory ways.
Meanwhile, the effects found when analyzing IVD as a person-level statistic in
Study 1 suggested that dependency, and not linear slope, is impacted by trait anxiety.
These results are in line with prior work suggesting an alternative use of dependency
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statistics as a metric of physiological flexibility (Scher et al., 1985), with a significant
moderating effect of trait anxiety on dependency but not on linear slope alone.
The differing results obtained from conceptualizing IVD as a property of a sample
versus an individual may seem contradictory at first glance, but different (and still valid)
conclusions at different levels of analysis are common in psychology research generally
(Fleeson, 2004), and in affective chronometry research specifically (Blalock, Kashdan, &
Farmer, 2015; Verduyn & Lavrijsen, 2015). It is possible, as others have suggested, that
within-person chronometric studies are able to reveal different patterns not detectable at
the sample level.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Prior work has suggested that emotional health is related to flexible physiological
responding in a variety of measures (Waugh et al., 2008). Differences in patterns of
habituation have been widely proposed to relate to emotion regulation, with trait and
clinical anxiety theoretically predicting deficits in habituation in a variety of
physiological measures. Some results are in line with theory (Campbell et al., 2014;
Lader & Wing, 1964), while others suggest no effect or even reverse effects from what is
expected, with more trait-reactive subjects responding with more dramatic slopes (Lader,
1964; Lane et al., 2013). One reason for inconsistent findings is the high correlation
between initial response magnitude and subsequent change in activity, which confounds
an easy interpretation of what slope alone means in terms of physiological flexibility
(Campbell et al., 2014; Lane et al., 2013). However, initial value dependency may be a
useful statistic in itself; when the rate of decline toward baseline following an arousing
event is not commensurate with initial response magnitude, this could reflect deficits in
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recovery from stress. Individual differences in IVD effects have not been explored much
within startle EMG research, but between-person variation in IVD effects are observed in
cardiac physiology, with one explanation being trait-level physiological reactivity and
perhaps by extension difficulty regulating emotional distress (Scher et al., 1985).
Therefore, rather than dismissing dependency as something to control for, the present
project was intended to probe whether this statistic in startle habituation kinetics was
related to trait anxiety in two different undergraduate samples.
The definition of initial value as the average magnitude between trials 1 and 2 of
the habituation block was a well-reasoned choice, but it is predicated on a set of
assumptions about sensitization and habituation that could benefit from future
exploration. Future work focusing on startle habituation may find interesting information
about psychologically relevant variables for who tends to sensitize and who tends to
habituate from trials 1 to 2. As mentioned in the introduction, startle stimuli are not
merely a probe of distress but a cause of it; loud noises are aversive, so temporary
sensitization after the first trial could occur due to individual differences in fear learning,
mediated by bidirectional projections between the amygdala and the nucleus reticularis
pontis caudalis (nRPC). Differences in the strength of these connections and in fear
learning may thus distinguish “habituators” from “sensitizers” in these early trials, and
may therefore be worth exploring.
Any form of distress, be it trait-level or momentary, can cause reductions in
physiological flexibility; the important thing, then, is to model these changes in their
proper context. It is possible that effects of contextual anxiety on startle habituation
kinetics occurred only within the first fraction of the 225- to 300- second time ranges
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modeled, and were obscured by modeling the whole range. More research is needed
before ruling out contextual anxiety as a major influence of startle habituation kinetics.
Despite these detractions, it is still notable that the results of both Study 1 and Study 2
suggest that the unique and/or interacting dynamics of habituation slopes are more
sensitive to individual differences than to changes in emotional context. As covered in
prior work, trait anxiety and state anxiety are related to one another (Jeronimus, 2016;
Spielberger, 1982), but the unique variance attributable to the trait level measures is a
better predictor of anxious pathology than are single measurement occasions, which are
highly sensitive to normal context-dependent variation (Jeronimus, 2016). Measures that
can reliably relate to trait anxiety and not contextual anxiety are thus potentially valuable
in the study of biological risk factors for mental illness.
The current pair of studies had some procedural elements that could be improved
upon in future work. The broader purpose of the study was to highlight physiological
differences that might distinguish healthy and pathological anxious responding.
However, the sample consisted of undergraduate college students, a demographic that
tends to be relatively homogeneous in age, socioeconomic status, and overall health
(Peterson & Merunka, 2014), and likely not highly representative of the general adult
population, much less a clinical population. It is possible that the narrower range of
psychological response patterns found in undergraduate samples (Peterson & Merunka,
2014) influenced estimates of effects relevant to the study. Therefore, it may be more
informative to test the study’s procedure with more health-diverse samples or samples of
participants with diagnosed anxiety disorders.
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In sum, the proposed study explored the impact of contextual and trait anxiety on
startle habituation kinetics, and particularly on initial value dependency. Regarding the
relative contributions of linear slope versus dependency in research about the regulation
of physiological responding, the jury is still out. This is not a dismissal of the importance
of these inquiries, but merely a reminder that phasic physiological responding is a
complicated thing to measure. It is recommended that future research modeling the
unique relationship between physiological change and psychological variables account
for initial value as a covariate. Due to high correlation between initial value and linear
slope, the choice to model both IVD and slope may admittedly reduce the unique
explanatory variance in change scores, and with it the chance of finding significant
relationships. However, the near ubiquity of dependency in biological change measures
should not be ignored for the sake of publishable results. Moreover, simultaneous
modeling of both change and IVD could be useful in determining the conditions under
which linear slope or IVD serve as optimal phasic markers for anxiety. Future studies
might then test whether IVD or slopes are more important for other phasic measures (e.g.,
heart rate change, electrodermal response), or other measures related to emotion
regulation (e.g. negative affectivity), which may have practical implications in the
understanding and treatment of emotional problems.
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